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§0. Introduction

Let E and Ef be C00 vector bundles over a C00 manifold M. Denote by

Γ(E) (resp. by Γ{E')) the vector space of C00 cross-sections of E (resp. of E')

over M. Take a linear differential operator of the first order D : Γ(Ξ) -*Γ(Ef)

induced by a vector bundle mapping σ(D) :j\E)-^E\ where Jk(E) denotes

the vector bundle of &-jets of cross-sections of E. Take an integer />0. Then

σ(D) induces a vector bundle mapping σι{D) : /(/*(£)) ->/(£'). Now JU1(E)

can be canonically considered as a vector sub-bundle of Jι(J1(E)). Denote by

B{i) the image of Jι+1(E) by o\ΰ). In the case B{h is a sub-bundle of Jι{Ef)

denote by E{\) the quotient vector bundle Jl(Ef)/B(i). Then the canonical pro-

jection / ( £ ' ) -+E[Ί) induces a linear differential operator A'/) : Γ(E')-*Γ{E[Ί)).

We set £ " = E[{} and D' -- D'(1) when they are defined.

We say that a differential operator D is involutive when the equations

Du — 0 (we Γ(E)) is involutive. It is shown in [5] that if D is involutive then

B(i) is a sub-bundle and D(/} is involutive for sufficiently large /. The purpose

of the present note is to show that B is a sub-bundle and D1 is involutive.

The reason why such problem is considered is the following.' If we consider

in the category of real analyticity in stead of in the category of infinitely

differentiability and if we assume that Ba} is a sub-bundle and that D\i) is in-

volutive, then the sequence

is exact, where Γw indicates the sheaf of germs of real analytic cross-sections and

the first (resp. the second) arrow denotes D (resp. D[n) (cf. [5]). Thus our

result shows that a linear involutive differential operator D of the first order
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can be resolved by an exact sequence of involutive linear differential operators

of the first order : ΓW(E) -»ΓW(E') ->ΓW(E") -> provided we stay in the

category of real analyticity.

The main tool in the proof is the cohomological treatment of the condition

of involutiveness developed by I. M. Singer and S. Sternberg ([7] and [3]).

The above question of resolution is also treated in somewhat different or

restricted form in [1], [2], [4], [6], and [81

The treatment of the prolongation of linear differential equation in §2 was

taken from [11

§ 1. Involutive differential operators

We recall in this section known properties of involutive differential opera-

tors and prove a lemma which will be used in § 3. Let V be a vector space.

Denote by ®^Fa tensor product of k copies of V. Denote by Sk(V) (resp.

Λk(V)) the vector subspace of elements in ®kV which are symmetric (resp.

anti-symmetric) in k components. If A and B are vector subspace of ®kV

and ®ιV, respectively, then we automatically consider A ® 5 as a vector

subspace of ®k*ιV. Take a vector space W and denote by g a vector subspace

of W® V. Set

(l.i) ρι(g) = g®sι(v)nw®sι+\v),

p\g) is called the /-th prolongation of g. By convention, we set pQ(g)=g.

Consider a mapping

W® S*+1( V) ® Ar{ V) -> W® S*( V) ® Λr+ι( V)

which is induced by operating anti-symmetrization in the last r+1 components

in W®(®ι+r+iV). When r=0, we regard the left hand side as W®Sι'\V).

Similar convention will be used without mentioning it. Thus this mapping is

defined for />0 and r>:0. This mapping sends pι(g)®Λr(V) into pι~\g)®

Λr+1(V), where we set p^(g) = W. Hence the above mapping induces

(1.2) dι,r : pl{g)®Λr(V)-*pι~1(g)®Λr+1(V) (/, r>0).

We set Hι'r(g) = (the kernel of 5/fΓ)/(the image of δ/+i,r-t) for />0 and r > l .

We say that g is an involutive subspace of W® V when Hl'r(g) = 0 for all

and r > l .
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Let g be an involutive subspace of W® V. Then we claim that, for all

l>2 and / — l > r > l , the following inclusion holds:

+ +ρr(g)®sι®sι~r'\

where we abbreviate S\ V) by Sι. To prove this, take a base Xt (resp. ex) of

V (resp. W) and choose a base a[peλ®Xi of £•. We denote by Jr (resp. if/)

general symmetric index j\ jr (resp. &• kι). Consider first (1.3)2.1.

Take ai{uj

?'
kex®Xi®Xj®Xk in the left hand side. Then

(a[puϊ k - a[9 uk

?

 j)ex ® x> ® xj ® xk

is in the kernel of do,2. Since H°'2(g) = 0, the above element can be written

as a1! (υί

?

tk-'V* t)ex®Xi®Xj®Xk, where άt£vJ

p'
kex®Xi®Xj is in p(g) for all A.

This means that ax£ {uJ

p'
k - vJ

p'
k) is symmetric in j, k. Hence we have (1.3)2.i.

For />2, we prove (1.3)/,r by induction of r. The case r— 1 is an immediate

consequence of (1.3)2,1.

For r > l , take ω in the left hand side of (l,l)/, r . We can write by the

induction assumption ω = Θ 4- ωi -h + ωr-i, where Θ e ^ ® Sr ® Sι~r and

ω< e ̂ (^r) ® S® S?"^1. Set Θ = βi pWp r ' x^ λ® ΛΓJr ® xKι_r. Then a^(uJ

?

r'xit kκι'r-1

-u
Jr-ik,j Λ'ί-r-l\Λλ. Λ ^ /<> „. x̂x ^ , x-x ^ o J^-^ί fΛ <?\ A2 <?\ ςJ-r-1is in pr'\g)®A2®^'r~ι because of

the condition for ω and of the fact that ωtεp'(g) ®S®S ί " ί " 1 . Since Hr~lt2(g)

= 0, the above element is in the image of <5r,i Then (1.3)/,r follows easily.

This completes the proof of (1.3)/, r . By applying the symmetrization to the

last / - I components, we deduce from. (1.3)/,/-i the following:

LEMMA 1. Assume that g is an inυolutive submodule of W® V. Then for

Let D : Γ(E) ->Γ(Ef) be a differential operator of the first order induced

by a vector bundle mapping σ(D) : J^E)-*^. Assume that the kernel A of

σ(D) is a vector sub-bundle of J\E). Then we have an exact sequence

(1.4) 0-*A-*j\E)-+Ei->0.

This induces an exact sequence for />0
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(1.5) O-*Jl{A)-+JίU\E))-»Jι(E')-+O.

Now Jι+1(E) is a vector sub-bundle of Jι(Jι(E)). Set

(1.6) pI(A)=Jι+1(E)njι(A).

pι(A) may not be a vector sub-bundle. On the other hand we have a canonical

exact sequence for Z>1

(1.7) 0->£® g(T*) ->/(£) ->Jι~\E) -*0

where the last arrow is the canonical projection, T* is the dual bundle of

tangent vector bundle of M. Set

(1.8) g=AΠE®S1(T*)i

(1.9) ρι(g)=ριu) OE®S1+\T*).

g is called the homogenous part of A. Take a point * in Λf. For a subset 5

of a vector bundle over Λf denote by Bx the intersection of B with the fiber

over x. The / ( # ) * is a subspace of £*(g>Sm(7"ί). On the other hand, gx is

a subspace of Ex®Tt. Hence we have />'(#*) as a subspace of Ex®Sι+1(TΪ)

(cf. (1.1)). We have

(1.10) Pl(.g)χ = pl(gχ).

By definition .D is involutive if and only if the following two conditions are

satisfied:

1°) pι(A) is a vector sub-bundle of J2(E) and the canonical projection

p\A)-+A (induced by J\E) -*J\E)) is surjective.

2°) gx is an involutive subspace of Ex^Tt for any x in M.

If D is involutive, it follows that pι{A) and p\g) are sub-bundles for all />0

and the canonical projection pι+1(A) -+pι{A) is surjective.

§ 2. Observation on exact sequences

We state in this section some trivial manipulation on commutative diagrams

of exact sequences of homomorphism of vector spaces. All arrows in this

section are supposed to be homomorphism of vector spaces. By a diagram of

exact sequences we mean a diagram in which every horizontal as well as

vertical sequence in the diagram is exact. Notations in this section is inde-

pendent of previous sections.
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Assume that we have a commutative diagram of exact sequences of the

type:

0 0 0
4- I I

(I) 0->B'-*B->B" ->0
1 I I

0-»A'-*A-»A"->0

Take a commutative diagram of exact sequences

(II) 0-»/3/->.P->P"->0

0

Denote by Q, Q\ Q" the image of B, B\ B" by the vertical arrows in (II),

respectively. Then it is easy to see that we have a commutative diagram of

exact sequences

0 0 0
1 I 4,

(III) 0-»©'->©-»©"-*()
I I I

0^P'->P-*P"->0

(III) will be called the image of (I) by (II).

Take another commutative diagram of exact sequences

0 0 0
4 I I

(IV) 0-*C ->C-*C"->0

Then the following comutative diagram is exact

0 0 0
1 I I

(V) o-»β'nc'->JBnc->β"nc''
i i i

0-» B' -+ B ~> B" -*0

Moreover, it is easy to verify that 5nC->5"nC"->0 is exact provided

(2.D (s + c) n A* = B' + σ

(V) will be called the cut of (IV) by (I),
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§ 3. Involutiveness of D1

Take an involutive differential operator D : l\E)->Γ(Er) and we use the

notation in §0. We abbreviate Sι{T*) by Sι

f and Jι(E) by / . We have com-

mutative diagrams of exact sequences,

0 0 0

(3.1) 0-»£(g)S/+1-*/+1 ->/ ->0

-*Jl(Jι) ->]l~1Uι) -*0, and

(3.2) 0-»

0

where (3.2) is induced by σ(D) : f-^E'. Taking the image of (3.1) by (3.2),

we have a commutative diagram of exact sequences

0 0 0
1 i

By definition we have exact sequences

(3.4) 0->

(3.5) 0->pl(g)

Since ^(A) and y(#) are vector sub-bundles by the involutiveness of D it

follows then that Bι and hι are vector sub-bundles, (3.4) shows that B1 - B>

and (3.3) shows that hι is the homogeneous part of B. We set hι = h. We

are going to show that Bι+1=pι(B) and hni = p\h).

By (3.4) for J = l , we have a commutative diagram of exact sequences

0 0 0
1 I I

(3.6) 0-*Λί(A)) - / ( / ) -*/(£) -0
I Φ I

o^Λ/Hii)) ^AAJ1)) -*AJ\E'))-»O

We have also
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0 0 0
1 I I

(3.7) 0-*//+1(A) ->//+1(/x) ->//+1(£') -»0
I I I

O-*J1(J\A)) ->J\J1{J1)) ->J1(J\E')) - 0

By taking the cut of (3.6) by (3.7), we have a commutative diagram of exact

sequences

0 0 0

(3.8) 0->/>/flU)->//+2 -*p\B)
1 I I

0->/ / + 1U) -*Jι+\jι) ->Jι+\E') ->0

By (3.5) and (3.8), we find that B'+1^pι(B). Hence by (3.3), we have a

commutative diagram of exact sequences

0 0 0
1 I I

(3.9) 0-^ / + 1 - > £ m ->Bι -»0
I I I

0->pl(h) -»p\B)
nι ni ni

o

where sequence containing only arrows are exact. We prove the equations

Bί+1 = p\B) and frm = ̂ ;(/^) by induction of /. When / = 0, these equalities hold

by definition. Assume the case for / — 1. Then by (3.9) it is enough to show

that h1*1 = p\h). To prove this, consider the following commutative diagrams

of exact sequences (cf. (3.5))

0

(3.10)

where E[= {E®S)/g^E'y and

0

(3.11) 0

Take the cut of (3.11) by (3.10). Then we obtain the following exact sequence
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as the upper sequence in the cut

The last arrow in the above sequence is surjective, as remarked in §2, if

g®S®SιΠ

But this equality holds by Lemma 1. Hence the sequence

(3.12) 0->pι+\g) ->E®Sι+2->pι(h) ->0 tf>0)

is exact. Hence by (3.5) and (3.9), p\ti) =hH\ Thus we proved that

(3.13) \ 1

Writing down the cut of (3.11) by (3.10) in full, we have a commutative

diagram of exact sequence

Hence by abbreviating Λr(T*) by Ar we have a commutative diagram of exact

sequences.

0 0

pl+\g)®Λr -*pι(g)®Λr+1

p\ti)®Λr ->pι

0 0

where the horizontal arrows denote, from the top, δι+i,rδι+i,r and δι,r, respec-

tively (cf. (1.2)). Hence, for each x in M, we have an exact sequence

>Hι+1'r(gx)->Hι+1>r{Ex®TΪ)->HI'r{hx)-+Hι'r+1(gx)->

Since gx is an involutive subspace of Ex®TXf Hι'r(gx) = 0. It is easy to

see that Hι+1'r{Ex®Tx

<) = 0. Hence Hι'r(hx) = 0 for all />0 and r > l . Thus

hx is an involutive subspace of ExφTXi
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The differential operator Df : Γ(E') -*Γ(E") is induced by the mapping

J\E') -*E", kernel of which is B. By (3.13) p(B) = B° which is a vector sub-

bundle and p{B)->B is surjective by (3.13) and (3.9). Moreover, we showed

that h is the homogeneous part of B and hx is an invoίutive subspace of E'x® Tx

for all x in M. Therefore Df is involutive.
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